Creative Climate Symposium
COP26 creative fringe event programme
COP26, the 26th session of the Conference of the Parties
to the UNFCCC will take place 9-20 November 2020 in
Glasgow. The event will be attended by up to 200 heads
of government from across the globe, and up to 30,000
delegates, including the world’s leading scientists,
climate change experts, business leaders and industry
organisations. This proposal outlines the need for a
Creative Climate Symposium to align creative and design
thinking to global climate change policy-making.
October 2019
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Creative Climate Symposium
COP 26 Creative fringe event programme
Opportunity:
As part of the COP26 fringe programme there is an
opportunity to curate a number of activities that
present the creative sector and connect a diverse
array of attendees to discuss the impact of creativity
in helping to solve climate issues. The programme can
include:
• Pre-event round table for Academia and Industry to
discuss the opportunities in education and learning.
• Short design residency that looks at an actionable
design challenge, pulling on resources efficiency and
circular economy principles.
• Two-day symposium to address the role that the Creative
Industries play on climate action, addressing principles,
practice and key issues such as climate justice to include:
• Presentation of outcomes and recommendations from
the pre-event round table, and design residency
• Events demonstrating the potential of the Creative
Industries to tackle the climate emergency
• Exploration of best practice from world-leading
creative figures to rally support and identify solutions
Content:
Symposium programme will be action focused,
presenting ideas, tools, products, and inspirational
installations addressing climate action & sustainability.
Wider programmes will include creative residency
findings, key-note speakers, break-out spaces and
workshops, educational briefs and other design
activities.
Audience:
COP Delegates, Policy-makers, Academia, Creative
Institutions, Creative Leadership, SME’s, Designers and
Practitioners.
Location:
This programme will be part of the COP26 ‘fringe’
events. It will be a stand-alone initiative to compliment
the main event and will occur in a number of different
locations: the round table to be held in academic
institution, design residency on site and symposium
at a central Glasgow location suited to an audience of
several hundred.
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Format / Focus:
We anticipate the organisers and partners will stage
the symposium with the wider programme developed
through a partnership / not-for-profit model. Our focus
will be on host city Glasgow, and the Scottish creative
industries, with the objective to target the widest
possible national and global engagement - both on and
off-line in order to raise maximum awareness in this
urgent subject.
Themes:
• Demonstrating, and celebrating, the power of artists,
creative professionals, designers and design-thinking
to contribute in tackling the climate emergency.
• Align the creative culture to global climate policy
making, ensuring that insights, methodologies and
evidence from arts and humanities can add insight
and maximise contribution.
• Co-ordinating, showcasing and sharing best practice
from recent sector initiatives (fashion & textiles, music,
circular economy design, theatre venues), many of
which have already brought substantial benefits and
learnings.
Potential outcomes:
• Direct engagement with and for the UK & global
creative industries through a programme of worldclass content aimed at showcasing and stimulating
design solutions.
• Align creative and design thinking to global climate
change policy-making.
• Provide a platform to convene ‘Culture Declares’ and
‘Design Declares’ (tbc) and additional self-declaring
Industry climate emergency groups e.g. Architects
declare, Structural engineers declare, Building
services engineers declare, Creative and climate,
Fashion revolution etc.
• Set proposition that the creative climate symposium
runs alongside all future COP summits.
• Develop on-line tools and resources to interface
between creatives and policy makers.

Creative Climate Symposium
COP 26 Creative fringe event programme
The team:
This proposal comes from a team brought together
by their collective experience initiating and organising
events, and inspired by the urgent need to represent
creativity at COP 26.
Sophie Thomas
Sophie is an established leader in communication
and design, and in the investigation and promotion
of circular economy design principles. Her long-term
interest in resource efficiency and climate change
led Sophie to establish The Great Recovery in 2012.
Supported by the RSA in partnership with Innovate
UK, the programme built capacity and understanding
around circular design in the materials supply chain. She
is a Chartered Waste and Resources manager, and a
trustee for WRAP.
http://www.thomasmatthews.com
http://www.greatrecovery.org.uk
William Knight
William has led the UK’s largest design events and
exhibitions. Previously Director of both 100% Design
and Clerkenwell Design Week, and Deputy Director
of the London Design Festival, now one of the world’s
most important annual creative events. William has
recently returned from living and working in the Middle
East, where he was Director of Dubai Design Week. He
has extensive experience working with a huge range
of organisations, individuals and brands, advising on
content, business development, communications and
business strategy.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wjbknight/
Alexie Sommer
Alexie is an established Design and Communications
Director creating engaging solutions that empower. She
is passionate about delivering positive impact through
design intention. Alexie has a extensive network of
design practitioners and collaborates with design led
organisations to intelligently communicate value and
creatively evolve brands. She applies both strategic
thinking and human intuition to create solutions that
raise awareness and evoke behaviour change.
http://www.alexiesommer.com/
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Julie’s Bicycle
Julie’s Bicycle is a London based charity that supports
the creative community to act on climate change
and environmental sustainability, by transforming
the conversation around climate change into positive
action. Providing the creative community with the skills
to act, using their creativity to influence one another,
audiences and the wider movement, Julie’s Bicycle run
a rich programme of events, free resources and public
speaking engagements, which contribute to national and
international climate change policy development.
https://www.juliesbicycle.com/
Partners
The team are currently talking to a number of potential
government, academic and industry partners to secure
funding and develop the programme.
Contact:
For more information please contact:
Laura Pando: laura@juliesbicycle.com
Alexie Sommer: a@alexiesommer.com

